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Abstract
Background: The aim of our work was to assess the diagnostic accuracy of a double inversion recovery (DIR)
sequence in the detection of brain and spinal cord MS lesions. In addition, we aimed to evaluate the reliability of
the correlation between GM affection and high Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) to enhance the role of DIR
as a practical test for clinical disability. Ninety MS patients were prospectively included in this study. Imaging was
performed using Philips Intera 1.5 Tesla device. T2W-TSE, FLAIR, and DIR sequences were performed and compared
to each other. Each patient was clinically assessed at the time of the MRI examination with EDSS.
Results: DIR showed significantly higher total lesion load in comparison to T2 and FLAIR with increased sensitivity
for cortical lesion detection by DIR. There was a positive association between patients with cortical lesions and
male gender, clinical disability, cognitive changes, and higher EDSS score.
Conclusion: The increased rate of cortical lesion detection by DIR does not affect its accuracy in white matter
lesions count. Moreover, DIR provided a better morphological characterization and delineation of white matter
lesion with good differentiation between juxtacortical and mixed white matter–gray matter lesions; thus, we
recommend adding DIR sequence in routine MR protocols for MS patients.
Keywords: Double inversion recovery (DIR), Expanded disability status scale (EDSS), Multiple sclerosis (MS), Normalappearing white matter (NAWM), Normal-appearing gray matter (NAGM)

Background
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is the most frequent chronic demyelinating disorder of the central nervous system [1].
Not only it affects mainly the white matter (WM) but
also it affects parts of the gray matter (GM) [2]. Recent
studies have revealed correlations between the GM lesions and the degree of physical and cognitive dysfunction [3]. Therefore, it was important to assess GM lesion
load as well as cognitive disability and correlate between
them.
Over 50% of MS patients suffer from neuropsychological impairment such as deficits in processing speed
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and memory. A cognitive impairment significantly impacts the lives of patients with MS and their families.
Identifying patients at risk for cognitive impairment on
the basis of MRI would enhance the quality of care [4].
The assessment of GM has substantially been improved by advanced magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
techniques like double inversion recovery (DIR). This sequence produces two different inversion pulses, which
attenuates the CSF together with the whole white matter, thus providing a remarkable delineation between
gray and white matter [5]. DIR improves the visibility of
gray matter particularly cortical MS lesions in comparison to standard MRI techniques [3]. In addition to its
important role of DIR in MS, it also used in the detection of focal cortical dysplasia (FCD) in children and
young adults with epilepsy [6].
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From the clinical point, the degree of neurologic impairment and the level of disability in MS patients are
assessed by the Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS)
which is the most widely used scale nowadays [7]. EDSS
is a 20-step scale of disease severity ranging from 0 (normal) to 10 (death due to MS). This scale includes two
parts [8]:
A. (From 0 to 3.5) taking into account functional
parameter.
B. (From 4 to 10) estimating degrees of mobility in
patients.
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Table 1 Brain and cervical spine MRI sequences parameters
Brain sequences parameters
Parameter

T2W-TSE

FlAIR

DIR

Slice orientation

Axial

Axial

Axial

Flied of view (mm)

230

230

230

Matrix

256

256

256

Slice thickness (mm)

5

5

5

Voxel size

0.9

0.9

0.9

Repetition time (ms)

4500

10,000

9600

Echo time (ms)

100

140

25

Inversion time (ms)

–

2800

3400/325

T2W-TSE

DIR

Aim of the work
The aim of our work was to assess the diagnostic value
of a DIR sequence in the detection of MS lesions by
comparing DIR with FLAIR and T2-weighted pulse
sequences in different anatomical regions in CNS. In
addition, we aimed to evaluate the reliability of the correlation between GM affection and high EDSS score to
enhance the role of DIR as a practical test for clinical
disability.

Spine sequences parameters

Methods
Ninety patients were prospectively included in this study
(ranged from 15 to 51 years with the mean age was
33.24 ± 8.93). They were already diagnosed to have multiple sclerosis according to the 2017 revised McDonald
criteria [3]. The majority of our cases were relapsingremitting multiple sclerosis (RRMS) with a percentage of
91.1%, 5.6% were secondary-progressive multiple sclerosis (SPMS), and only 3.3% were primary-progressive
multiple sclerosis (PPMS). All the patients were referred
from the neurology department to the MRI unit of the
radiology department at Mansoura University hospitals,
in the period from January 2017 till March 2018. Each
patient was clinically assessed at the time of the MRI
examination with EDSS. This study was approved by our
institution’s ethics committee, and all patients gave their
consent before inclusion in the study.

compared in sagittal planes as regard sagittal with the
following parameters which were summarized also in
Table 1.
From our practice, the sagittal plane is preferred to
display MS lesions in calloso-septal interface and corpus
callosum areas. But MS plaques in the areas of cortical
and juxtacortical are demonstrated better in axial orientation; thus, we prefer to study MS plaques in the three
sequences in the axial view.

MR imaging

Imaging was performed at 1.5 T MRI (Philips Intera)
using a standard head coil for the brain and standard
head and neck coil of the cervical spine, and patients
were in a supine position. T2W-TSE, FLAIR, and DIR
sequences were performed. No post-contrast acquisitions were done in our study as we were concerned with
the true anatomical delineation of MS plaques not to detect disease activity. The three sequences were compared
in the axial planes as regard brain lesions with identical
anatomic position, using parameters including field of
view (FOV), matrix, voxel size, and slice thickness which
were summarized in Table 1. DIR and T2W-TSE were

Parameter
Slice orientation

Sagittal

Sagittal

Matrix

256 × 256

208 × 208

Voxel size

1.2 × 1.2 × 1.3

1 × 1.2 × 2

Repetition time (ms)

3000

5500

Echo time (ms)

120

25

Inversion time (ms)

–

2550/450

MR imaging interpretation

The images were interpreted by conjoint analysis done
by two radiologists with 4 and 10 years of experience;
they were blinded to EDSS results.
MS lesions were identified as hyper-intense spots observed in T2, FLAIR, and DIR images with a size of ≥ 2
mm. In contrast to these hyper-intense spots, there was
some high signal intensity in a striped shape known as
flow artifacts in extra cortical regions rising from the sinuses or major vessels which are considered artifacts
and not lesions.
The detected lesions were classified according to their
anatomical locations into six regions: cortical, juxtacortical, deep white matter, mixed white matter–gray matter,
periventricular white matter, and infra-tentorial regions.
Then, the lesion numbers were calculated in these regions in each sequence.
The signal intensity of the lesion was determined by
locating the region-of-interest (ROI) in a mean size of
3 × 3 mm on the lesions as well as the signal intensity of
normal-appearing white matter (NAWM), normal-
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appearing gray matter (NAGM), and CSF. Then, the signal ratios were calculated from the mean values of the
signal intensity among lesions/NAGM, lesions/NAWM,
and lesions/CSF separately in each technique and all
anatomical regions. The signal ratios were assessed according to (SI1 − SI2)/(SI1 + SI2), in which SI1 represents the signal intensity of the lesions and SI2
represents the signal intensity of the NAWM, NAGM,
or CSF.
As regard spinal cord evaluation, the lesions were classified as “present” or “absent” and not as a lesion count.
The signal ratio was not applied on a spinal cord lesion as
it had no significant difference between two sequences.
Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis data were analyzed with SPSS version
21. The normality of data was first tested with a onesample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test; qualitative data were
described using number and percent. Association between categorical variables was tested using chi-square
test. Significant variables entered into logistic regression
model using the entered statistical technique to predict
the most significant determinants and to control for possible interactions and confounding effects.
For all the abovementioned statistical tests done, the
threshold of the significance is fixed at 5% level. The results were considered significant when the probability of
error is less than 5% and highly significant when the
probability of error is less than 0.1%.

Results
The percentage of cases with gray matter affection was
45.6%. The lesions were classified anatomically into
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supratentorial and infratentorial in location. The supratentorial lesions were further categorized into peri-ventricular
WM, deep WM, juxtacortical, mixed gray-white matter,
and cortical lesions.
In Table 2, we found that DIR sequence was significantly superior to T2 as regards the number of lesions detected in four anatomical regions (PVWM, mixed W-GM,
cortical, and infra-tentorial) with relative gain 31%, 47%,
98%, and 39%, respectively. However, there is no statistically significant difference between the two sequences as
regard DWM and JC lesion detection. Regarding the total
lesion load, we found that DIR was significantly superior
to T2 (P = 0.003 with a relative gain of 18%).
In comparison to FLAIR, we found that the DIR sequence was significantly superior to FLAIR as regards
the number of lesions detected in three anatomical regions (mixed W-GM, cortical, and infra-tentorial) with
relative gain 24%, 80%, and 63%, respectively. However,
there is no statistically significant difference between the
two sequences as regard PVWM, DWM, and JC lesion
detection. Regarding the total lesion load, we found that
DIR was significantly superior to FLAIR (P = 0.039 with
a relative gain of 7%) (Figs. 1 and 2).
Regarding the signal ratio between the lesion to the
background, Table 3 showed that the signal between lesions against NAWM was significantly higher in DIR images compared to T2 and FLAIR in different anatomical
locations (IT, PVWM, DWM, and JC) (P < 0.001), The
contrast between the lesions and CSF was significantly
higher in DIR compared to T2 (P < 0.001), but it was
without statistical significance when compared to FLAIR
(P = 0.071).DIR showed slightly higher contrast between
the lesions against NAGM, when compared to the

Table 2 Analysis of the lesion load measurement and relative comparisons of DIR versus T2 and DIR versus FLAIR sequences
Region

DIR

T2

FLAIR

DIR/T2 (%)

P value

DIR/FLAIR (%)

P value

PVWM

12.6 ± 3.9
13 (0–41)

9.6 ± 3.1
7.5 (0–35)

12.1 ± 4.1
8.5 (0–37)

31%

0.033*

4%

0.927

DWM

10.2 ± 3.8
8 (1.0–34)

10.3 ± 3.5
10.0 (0–38)

10.4 ± 3.3
9.0 (0–34)

− 1%

0.834

− 3%

0.619

Mixed W-GM

9.1 ± 3
8 (0–25)

6.2 ± 2.7
5.00 (0–21)

7.3 ± 2.1
6.0 (1.0–23)

47%

< 0.001**

24%

0.009*

JC

9.1 ± 2.6
6 (0–22)

9.6 ± 2.1
5.00 (0–25)

10 ± 2.2
6.0 (0–21)

− 2%

0.696

− 5%

0.622

Cortical

1.5 ± 0.8
1 (0–9)

0.6 ± 0.2
0.0 (0–7)

0.8 ± 0.2
0 (0–7.0)

98%

0.003*

80%

0.004*

IT

1.9 ± 0.5
2.0 (0–15)

1.5 ± 0.3
1.0 (0–9)

1.2 ± 0.3
1.0 (0–8.0)

39%

0.023*

63%

0.002*

Total

41.9 ± 13.4
52 (6–121)

35 ± 9.6
31.5 (3–107)

38.7 ± 12.4
33.5 (4–114)

18%

0.003*

7%

0.039*

Data were expressed as mean ± SD and median (range)
P probability
*Statistically significant p < 0.05
**Highly significant p < 0.001

Relative ratio (%)
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Fig. 1 a T2, b FLAIR, c DIR axial brain cuts in male 36 years old with history of RRMS since 7 years, presented by weakness of both LL, migraine
and vertigo, and EDSS = 6, showing a more sharp delineated hyper-intense cortical lesion (red arrow) seen on DIR (c) compared to its faint
appearance on T2WI (a) and FLAIR (b). Another hyper-intense lesion seen affecting left globus pallidus of lentiform nucleus (deep gray matter
affection) (yellow arrow) with better anatomical characterization and delineation on DIR (c) compared to other sequences. A better contrast and
delineation of the other detected lesions on DIR (c) compared to other images

FLAIR and T2; but still, these measurements were below
statistical significance (P = 0.169 and 0.221, respectively)
(Fig. 1).
Regression analysis was conducted for the prediction
of cortical lesions within MS patients using age, gender,
and duration as covariates. Males and longer duration
were considered as independent risk factors for cortical
lesions within MS patients in uni- and multivariable analyses (Table 4).
Regarding the association between the clinical outcome of MS patients and cortical affection, we found
that 92.7% of patients with cortical affection exhibited a
higher EDSS score (> 4) and associated with more disability (Table 5 and Fig. 3). There was a statistically significant association between cortical affection and higher
EDSS with P < 0.001 and sensitivity 92.5% and specificity
94% (Fig. 4).
With regard to spinal lesions, they were observed in
31 out of 90 MS patients with a percentage 34.4%
(Fig. 5).

Discussion
MS has classically been described as a WM disorder [9];
however, over the few past years, an increased attention
has been pointed toward the involvement of GM in the
pathophysiology of MS [10]. The acknowledgment of
GM involvement in MS has led to the incorporation of
cortical/juxtacortical lesions in the recent 2017 revised
McDonald’s diagnostic criteria for MS [3]. Since abnormalities in cortical gray matter have been correlated with
both physical and neuropsychological deficits in MS patients, it is essential to create a better assessment and a
more accurate estimation of gray matter lesion load
in vivo [10].
The majority of our patients (91.1%) were categorized
according to their clinical course as RRMS, while only
5.6% were categorized as SPMS and 3.3% were categorized as PPMS. This is in consensus with the fact that
RRMS is the most common disease course.
DIR detected significantly more cortical lesions in our
patients when compared to T2 (P value 0.003, relative

Fig. 2 a T2, b FLAIR, c DIR axial brain cuts in a male patient 21 years old with history of RRMS since 2 years, presented by vertigo, diminution of
vision, dysphagia, and EDSS = 4.5, shows large cortical lesion (red arrow) is seen encompassing several folia in the left cerebellar hemisphere that
is identified by both T2WI (a) and DIR (c) and not seen on FLAIR image (b), with two small spot-like cortical lesions (surrounded by circle)
observed in the right hemisphere, detected only by DIR (c). Another mixed white–gray matter lesion (yellow arrow) seen in the right cerebellar
hemisphere which is recognized by all sequences. The arrowhead points out a lesion in the medulla oblongata which is better delineated on DIR
(c), faintly detected on T2WI (a) and not visualized on FLAIR (b)
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Table 3 Comparison of signal ratios between DIR versus FLAIR and DIR versus T2 in all studied cases. Data were expressed as
median (range)
Signal ratio

DIR

T2–WI

P value

FLAIR

P value

Lesion/NAWM (IT)

0.65 (0.52/0.82)

0.16 (0.07/0.25)

< 0.001**

0.13 0.10/0.34)

< 0.001**

Lesion/NAWM (PVWM)

0.845 (0.74/0.98)

0.21 (0.06/0.36)

< 0.001**

0.18 (0.12/0.28)

< 0.001**

Lesion/NAWM (DWM)

0.92 (0.89/0.97)

0.06 (0.04/0.08)

< 0.001**

0.24 (0.20/0.30)

< 0.001**

Lesion/NAWM (JC)

0.78 (0.60/0.98)

0.14 (0.09/0.19)

< 0.001**

0.16 (0.11/0.21)

< 0.001**

Lesion/CSF

0.67 (0.54/0.84)

0.003 (− 0.02/0.02)

< 0.001**

0.60 (0.43/0.77)

0.071

Lesion/NAGM

0.08 (0.05/0.22)

0.07 (0.05/0.22)

0.221

0.09 (− 0.09/0.23)

0.169

**Highly significant value

gain about 98%) and FLAIR (P value 0.004 relative gain
about 80). This was equivalent to studies done by Geurts
et al. [10] and Elnekeidy et al. [11].
Besides the increased sensitivity to cortical lesions, we
found the second major advantage of DIR imaging is its
apparent potential for better differenation between
mixed white matter–gray matter lesions and juxtacortical lesions. In our study, some of the lesions which were
scored as juxtacortical on T2 and FLAIR images often
turned out to be mixed white matter–gray matter lesions
on DIR images. This is supported by the observation of
a reduced number of juxtacortical lesions scored on DIR
images compared with T2 (P = 0.696 relative loss about
2%) and FLAIR (P = 0.622, relative loss about 5%).
On the other hand, there was a statistically significant
increase in mixed white matter–gray matter lesions detection on DIR imaging at the expense of T2 (P < 0.001
relative gain about 47%) and FLAIR (P = 0.009, relative
gain about 24% (.The acceptable explanation for these
different detection rates in the juxtacortical lesions and
mixed white matter–gray matter lesions is the sharp delineation between gray and white matter on DIR, which
allowed strict differentiation between purely juxtacortical
lesions and lesions already touching the cortical area
(Fig. 2).
As regard juxtacortical lesions, our results were consistent with the findings of the study done by Wattjes

et al. [5]. However, our results were in contrary with the
results done by Geurts et al. [10] which detected the
highest number of lesions with T2. Regarding mixed
white matter–gray matter lesions, our study was consistent with the reported results of Vural et al. [1].
Another benefit of DIR in our study was its ability to detect periventricular white matter (PVWM) lesions. DIR
detected significantly more lesions in comparison with T2
(P = 0.033, relative gain about 31). Not surprisingly, DIR
detected lesions with a slightly higher difference in comparison to FLAIR; this difference was below the statistical
importance (P = 0.927, relative gain about 4%).The converged results between DIR and FLAIR return to CSF signal nulling in both sequences. However, we must point
that DIR added a better morphological characterization
and delineation of lesions which become more countable
compared with confluent configuration in FLAIR and T2.
Our results were equivalent to the reported results from
Abidi et al. [2] and Wattjes et al. [5] but inconsistent with
the reported results from Elnekeidy et al. [11] who found
that no significant difference in lesion load between DIR
and T2.
In the present study, we concluded almost similar detection rates as regard deep white matter (DWM) lesions
by all sequences, with no statistically significant difference between them. Our results correlated to the results
reported by Abidi et al. [2]; however, our results were in

Fig. 3 Relationship between cortical affection and clinical outcome (EDSS) of the patients
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higher contrast ratio detected by DIR can be explained by
its complete suppression of white matter signal. Furthermore, the contrast ratio of lesions to CSF was significantly
higher in DIR compared to T2 (P < 0.001). However, there
was no statistically significant difference between the DIR
and FLAIR regarding the contrast of lesion compared to
CSF (P = 0.071) which was explained by CSF nulling by
both sequences. It is important to mention that CSF suppression on DIR was less homogenous in some of our
cases, but it was suitable for lesion detection even in the
worst conditions.
On the other hand, there was no statistically significant difference between DIR and both FLAIR and T2 as
regards the signal ratio of lesion to NAGM which explained that the three sequences have the same gray
matter signal intensity. But, it was worthy of attention
that the DIR allowed better delineation of gray matter.
The diagnosis of MS is based on the 2017 revised
McDonald’s criteria which depend on the demonstration
of lesion dissemination in both space and time. On MRI,
the detection of at least one lesion on the spinal cord in
addition to at least one cerebral lesion can fulfill the dissemination in space criteria [3]. Therefore, it was important to assess if there is an added value of DIR in
spinal cord lesion detection.
In our work, Spinal lesions were observed in 31 out of
90 MS patients (34.4%). The importance of DIR in the
spinal cord lesion detection is highlighted by three cases,
in which a definite diagnosis of MS was highly suspected
clinically, but not confirmed by radiology yet. One of
them had a prominent lesion in the cervical cord by
both T2 and DIR; however, a detection of a second
lesion that is only visible in DIR largely excluded a neoplastic process and favored the diagnosis of an inflammatory disease.
In the other two cases, spinal cord lesion was only revealed by DIR that helped us to complete the criteria of
dissemination in space, changing the diagnosis from
“possible” to “definite” MS. In the rest of the cases, there
was no difference between DIR and T2 as regard the
number of detected lesions. However, the lesion-tobackground contrast was higher in DIR that provided
better lesion visualization.
Our previously discussed results were quite promising
as we found that DIR provided a more exact delineation

Table 4 Regression analysis for prediction of cortical lesions
within MS patients
Univariate

Multivariate

P

OR

Age

0.760

1.003 .958

Males

< 0.001 4.899 2.651 9.053 < 0.001 4.096 2.149 7.807

Duration 0.003

P

95% CI

1.051 –

1.146 1.053 1.249 0.049

OR

95% CI

–

–
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–

1.486 1.191 1.792

OR odds ratio, CI confidence interval, logistic regression analysis was used

contrary with the results done by Elnekeidy et al. [11]
which detected a higher number of lesions by DIR in
comparison to T2 and FLAIR.
Another important advantage of DIR in our study was
its ability to detect infra-tentorial lesions. DIR identified
significantly more lesions in comparison to FLAIR (P =
0.002, relative gain about 63%). But, it was worthy of attention that DIR detected higher lesions even when
compared with the T2, which is considered the “gold
standard” in the infra-tentorial region (P = 0.023, relative
gain about 39%).This was consistent with the results
done by Abidi et al. [2] and by Elnekeidy et al. [11] but
in contrary with results done by Moraal et al. [12] who
found a similar number of lesions in the infra-tentorial
region with DIR, FLAIR, and T2 images.
On the light of previously discussed results of diagnostic
accuracy of DIR in different anatomical locations in comparison with T2 and FLAIR, we concluded that the increased rate of cortical lesion detection by DIR does not
affect its accuracy in white matter lesions count. Moreover,
DIR provided a better morphological characterization and
delineation of white matter lesion with good differentiation
between juxtacortical and mixed white matter–gray matter
lesions. This means that DIR can be useful for clinical purposes as a supplement to or even as a replacement for
standard T2 and FLAIR.
In our study, lesion-to-background signal ratio was calculated objectively in order to avoid creating subjective
data by visual evaluation of signal ratio, which may be affected by windows and levels, magnification, and monitor
brightness. We demonstrated a significantly higher signal
ratio of lesions to NAWM on the DIR in comparison with
T2W and FLAIR in all anatomical regions (infra-tentorial,
periventricular, juxtacortical, and DWM) with (P < 0.001)
which allowed better delineation of lesions by DIR. The

Table 5 Relationship between cortical affection and clinical outcome (EDSS) of the patients
EDSS
>4
≤4
Median (range)
**Highly significant value

Cortical lesion (n = 41)

No cortical lesion (n = 49)

No

No

%
38

92.7

3

7.3

5.50 (2.00–8.50)

%
0
49

2.50 (1.00–3.50)

0.0

Test of
significance

P value

χ2 = 15.71

< 0.001**

Z = 4.33

< 0.001**

100.0
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Fig. 4 ROC curve of EDSS score in patients with cortical lesions

of spinal cord lesions and slightly improved lesiondetection rates.
Since cortical lesions are associated with more diffuse
and severe pathologic process resulting in poor clinical
prognosis, it was an important aspect to evaluate associated
factors for developing cortical lesions. Cortical lesions were
detected in 45.6% of patients, 26 were males and 15 of them

Fig. 5 a T2, b DIR sagittal cervical spine cuts in female 29 years old
with history of RRMS since 5 years, presented by pain in left
shoulder, weakness of left arm, and tingling in left palm. There is
hyper-intense lesion opposite C5/C6 level which only visible in the
DIR (b) (red arrow)

were females. Therefore, males were significantly more at
risk to have cortical lesions (P < 0.001). The predominance
of cortical lesions in males deserved attention as despite
higher prevalence of MS in females, the poor prognosis was
associated with male gender. Our results correlated with
the study done by Bergamaschi [13] which reported that
male sex is a negative prognostic factor for MS, as well as
the study done by Calabrese et al. [14] which confirmed the
same results. However, our results were in contrary to the
study done by Tremlett et al. [15] which reported that the
male sex was not associated with worse disease outcome.
In our study, we found that cortical lesions were significantly more frequent and numerous at later MS
stages (disease duration > 10 years) with (P = 0.003). This
was in agreement with the results done by Elnekeidy
et al. [11] and Calabrese et al. [14]. But, we cannot ignore that cortical lesions were also observed in few cases
in earlier stages of the disease (disease duration < 5
years). The observation of cortical lesions early proved
that the GM affection in MS does not always occur as a
secondary change to WM affection, but may occur as a
result of independent pathology of the GM.
From the clinical aspect, we observed that patients
with cortical lesions presented clinical disability, cognitive changes, and higher EDSS score. There was a significant correlation between cortical lesions and EDSS (P <
0.001). This was consistent with the finding of the study
done by Calabrese et al. [14] and Vural et al. [1]. The
positive association of clinical outcome and cortical
lesion load which was detected by DIR is considered a
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great advantage of the DIR sequence. It helps us to overcome the “clinico-radiological paradox” in MS which refers to the weak correlation of conventional MRI lesion
load with clinical disability due inability of conventional
MRI techniques to demonstrate all of the histopathological changes present in MS.
The main limitation in our study was DIR-related artifacts which were observed at posterior fossa, choroid
plexus, and periventricular WM that may be from CSF
pulsation or from sinuses and bigger vessels, and in
addition to that, there were some bilateral high-signal
ribbon-like artifacts which were observed in extra-cortical
regions and their appearance changed in continual sections. To overcome that, we observed multiple slices and
other MRI sequences such as T2 and FLAIR to help us to
differentiate lesions from artifacts.
Another limitation in our study is that we were limited
to perform 2D-DIR in spite of the advantages of 3D-DIR
because of the high scan time of 3D-DIR. Therefore, we
compared 2D-DIR in optimal parameters with 2DFLAIR and 2D-T2W-TSE.

Conclusion
DIR can be useful for clinical purposes as a supplement to
or even as a replacement for standard T2 and FLAIR as
well as in explanation of physical and cognitive dysfunction.
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